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A B S T R A C T

The study employs computer vision technology to pose a new type of optical instrument composited of the
Raspberry Pi, digital cameras and chessboards for structural settlement monitoring. Using the OpenCV functions
findChessboardCorners and cornerSubPix, displacement measurements in five distances between a camera and
chessboard at 15, 17, 20, 23 and 25m were undertaken to analyze measuring standard deviations that were from
0.027 to 0.048 pixels in laboratory tests. For field testing, five optical settlement instruments were installed at a
drainage tunnel that was constructed at an 80-m-depth location within a landslide area. The resolution and
accuracy of the instrument can be determined at 0.01 and 0.11 cm, respectively, as an optimally installed dis-
tance of 20m in the drainage tunnel. The maximum settlement amount of field monitoring was 0.61 cm in six
months. Overall, the optical instrument is more cost-effective and IOT-based for a long-term settlement mon-
itoring.

1. Introduction

Computer vision was not accessible to the monitoring of civil en-
gineering because it required a lot of heavy programming and proces-
sing in the past. Generally, conventional settlement gauges and theo-
dolites are used for settlement measurement of structures [1,2].
However, these sensors are still complicated operation and time-con-
suming installation; in particularly, measuring deformation for an un-
derground structure in an alpine landslide area is unhandy and ex-
pensive using theodolites [3–6]. Other conventional sensors of
displacement monitoring in landslides, such as GPS and extensometers,
are still costly and difficult to monitor deformation of inside structure in
alpine areas [7–9]. Computer vision technology has been used for a
construction safety relevant to information from site images and videos
compared to time-consuming and manually traditional practices
[10–17].

Thus, the aim of the study is to pose a new monitoring instrument
for potential structure deformation using computer vision technology
which can automatically and economically detect settlement and dis-
placement in a landslide area. The study employed computer vision
technology with the OpenCV library to calculate image pixel changes of
relative displacement between a chessboard and a digital camera con-
nected to a device of the Raspberry Pi. The microcomputer Raspberry Pi
is specifically designed to interact with sensors, motors, lights, and all

kinds of devices [18]. The Raspberry Pi can be easily used for computer
vision applications to detect image changes of a chessboard relative to a
digital camera that can take photos of a 3-by-3 chessboard target in
which there are nine coordinate points using the OpenCV library
[19–21]. Consequently, the study applied the instrument and the
computer vision technology to analyze differences of image pixels if the
chessboard moved.

Laboratory and filed tests were performed to practice feasibility of
the optical settlement meter for settlement monitoring using the com-
puter vision technology. Field testing involved displacement mon-
itoring application of the optical settlement meter that was installed at
an underground drainage tunnel within a landslide area for a long-term
monitoring system.

2. Overview of computer vision techniques

Computer vision-based approaches can be mainly divided into ob-
ject detection and action recognition, with chessboards and without a
chessboard (so-called target object) using 2D- and 3D-image cameras,
respectively. For object detection, a vision metrology of digital cameras
was used for measuring tunnel deformation in X, Y and Z direction to
analyze many mosaicked photos using many target objects [12]. Al-
though the accurate of the vision metrology was similar to a total sta-
tion instrument by 0.5mm, the data was manually processed and
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analyzed. A vision-based system which remotely detected dynamic
displacement of bridges using digital real-time image processing tech-
niques with chessboards [13]; however, the system required an un-
handy camcorder, laptop and specialized target recognition algorithm
although its accuracy was less than 3% errors.

Technologies in computer vision have been applied to detect da-
mage in monitored tunnel cracks using a cheap digital camera without
chessboards so that areas with more severe damage were prioritized for
monitoring [14]. However, it needed a specialized change detection
algorithm that was applied to determine the change regions of bridge or
tunnel inspection between query and reference images. Thus, it was still
impractical for use with open-source programming from a general and
public condition. A dynamic detection algorithm of slope gradient of
locator based on computer vision technology was proposed to detect
dynamically slope gradient of catenary locator using a corner matching
algorithm [15]. Although the algorithm can automatically detect
straight line angle in the locator slope without a chessboard, the re-
solution was one degree that could not be suitable for measuring re-
solution of civil engineering by arc seconds. A computer vision tech-
nique which measures three-dimensional deformations of a soil surface
in a tunnel construction was presented using industrial cameras and
was shown the overall accuracy within 0.05mm in the laboratory [16].
Nevertheless, it was limited to a smaller scale and not employed for

field tests in spite of a computer vision-based system of high-density,
accurate 3D point clouds.

A non-target computer vision-based method for displacement and
vibration measurement was proposed using scale-invariant feature
transform that was a kind of OpenCV functions [17]. To calculate the
converting ratio between pixel-based displacement and engineering
unit (millimeter), the maximum difference between the proposed
computer vision-based method and electronic accelerometers is less
than 5% [17]. Although the method was a simple, less complicated and
more cost-effective system, it may be limited at high contrast, matching
key points and no changing illumination, and cannot be real time for
long-term monitoring and connected to internet as an IOT system.

Above the literature review, many computer vision-based devices
and systems would still need to be improved. Thus, the goal and con-
tribution of the study are to further improve displacement monitoring
for a tunnel in a landslide area using the computer vision-based method
with chessboards. Three contributions are proposed as follows: a) a new
set of optical devices based on the computer vision technology, as called
optical settlement meter, can replace conventional landslide monitoring
device such as unhandy settlement gauges and costly theodolites; b)
development of an automatic programming using open-source OpenCV
can reach the resolution of the instrument for civil engineering-based
monitoring displacements (millimeter); c) the optical settlement meter
enables not only a more cost-effective and energy-saving monitoring
method, but also a real-time and IOT-based system for a long-term
settlement monitoring.

3. Method of laboratory testing

The principle of computer vision for settlement monitoring is to
detect image distortion of a chessboard pattern fixed at an observing
location. To calculate changes of image displacement at the observing
location is relative to a digital camera installed at a fixed location, as
shown in Fig. 1 which illustrates the deformation of three axes can
cause image changes of the chessboard. If a moving point with a
chessboard occurs settlement, relative image changes of a camera at a
fixed point will be detected using the computer vision technology.

A 3-by-3 size of chessboard was detected every time in the image by
a camera so that nine internal corner points on the chessboard were
interpreted as reference coordinates by the image recognition of the
OpenCV library in the study. The OpenCV functions
findChessboardCorners and cornerSubPix can be used to locate corners
of a chessboard [20,22–24]. The function findChessboardCorners in
OpenCV calib3d module can automatically detect and sort nine corners
at sub-pixel level in the 3×3 size of chessboard. Reference coordinates

Fig. 1. Principle of calculating image changes.

Fig. 2. Diagram of calculating image pixels for a chessboard movement.
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of the nine corners are calculated by the function cornerSubPix in
OpenCV imgproc module which adopts an iterative strategy to find the
accurate sub-pixel location of corners after obtaining corners by the

function findChessboardCorners using the algorithm of a Hessian
corner detector [19,25].

Using the OpenCV functions, pixel changes of chessboard images

Fig. 3. Instrumentation of the optical settlement meter in the laboratory.

Fig. 4. Accuracy histograms of the center point of a chessboard in three distance testing. a) 15-m distance, b) 20-m distance and c) 25-m distance.
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can be automatically recognized to calculate physic displacements. For
example, x and y coordinates of the center point on the chessboard can
be compared to differences from their displacements if the chessboard
was moved from x0 to x1 or from y0 to y2 corresponding to x-direction
or y-direction displacement, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2. Thus,
relative settlement measuring can be determined according to changes
of the y-direction displacement through the OpenCV application in the
study.

Instrumentation of an optical settlement meter in the laboratory is
mainly composited of a digital camera and the Raspberry Pi 3 fixed at a

steel frame, and a chessboard fixed at another steel frame (Fig. 3). The
devices of the optical settlement meter include two main units which
were set up at two locations in distances from 15 to 25m to undertake
laboratory tests for determining an optimally installed distance of the
optical settlement meter in Fig. 3(a). The first unit is a steel frame in
100-cm length and 20-cm width as shown in Fig. 3(b) and the other unit
is another steel frame with a 15-by-15-cm chessboard in Fig. 3(c). The
first unit consists a set of the Raspberry Pi (Fig. 3(d)) and a digital
camera with 640×480 resolution (Fig. 3(e)). The study designed self-
programming with Python to calculate image pixel values of chess-
board's corner points that were recognized as an image in a green
rectangle line for a perimeter on the chessboard and another image in a
red circle for a center point on it, as shown in Fig. 3(f).

For instance, image pixel values of the center point in x and y co-
ordinate in Fig. 3(f) were 353.196 and 233.526 pixels, respectively. If
the chessboard in Fig. 3(f) moved or subsided, changes in the image
pixel value would be automatically detected using the OpenCV library
with the Python programming.

Converting a pixel unit to centimeters, a physical displacement can
be calculated using a focal-length equation (D= f×X÷x) where D
means a distance between a camera and a chessboard; f is a fixed focal
length; X means a physical x-direction length of a chessboard pattern
and x means pixel values of chessboard's x-direction length on the
imaging plane [19,22,23]. For example, the sum of coordinate pixels in
four corners of the chessboard displayed as green line in Fig. 3(f) was
146.341 pixels when the physical perimeter in the 15-by-15-cm chess-
board was 60 cm, so the relationship involves that 1 pixel equaled
0.41 cm for the 25-m-distance test in the study. In other words, if the
image of chessboard is detected as a one-pixel movement downward in
y direction for the 25-m-distance test, it means that the relative
chessboard is subsided at 0.41 cm.

Two kinds of laboratory tests were performed to detect image re-
cognition of a chessboard in the optical settlement meter. The first is
that five distances between the camera and the chessboard at 15, 17,
20, 23 and 25m were undertaken to determine optimally installed
distance which should be considered on measuring errors of the optical
settlement meter and feasibility of field installation. The other labora-
tory test was performed to simulate displacement of the chessboard in
the optical settlement meter using a STAGE manual fine adjustment
platform whose movements from 1 to 10mm were manually controlled
and recorded.

For examples of the distance testing in 15, 20 and 25m, Fig. 4 shows
accuracy histograms for the three distance observations whose total
number of cells is 500 in x direction, y direction of the center point of a
chessboard, respectively. The coordinate and standard deviation of
center point in the x and y directions were 390.022 and 0.027 pixels,
and 259.592 and 0.031 pixels, respectively, for the 15-m distance
testing in Fig. 4(a). The standard deviations of center points in the x and
y directions for the 20- and 25-m tests were 0.042 and 0.031 pixels, and
0.032 and 0.043 pixels, respectively, in Fig. 4(b) and (c). To convert a
pixel unit to centimeters for all tests is discussed later.

For the other laboratory testing, different displacements of the x and
y direction in a chessboard were set at a given value from 1 to 10mm.
For instance, Fig. 5 shows average errors of measuring for different
displacements from 1 to 10mm in x direction, y direction of the center
point of a chessboard for 15-, 20- and 25-m distance tests, at 0.19,
0.21and 0.30mm, respectively. Above the two laboratory tests, an
optimal distance between a camera and chessboard, and the resolution
and accuracy of the optical settlement meter can be determined, as
discussed later.

Finally, the instrument of similar laboratory testing was installed at
a drainage tunnel which was constructed at the 80-m-depth location in
a landslide area in order to monitor potential settlement of the under-
ground structure. A tendency of settlement changes can be measured
through long-term monitoring of the optical settlement meter in the
field.

Fig. 5. Errors of different displacements in the center point of a chessboard for
three distance testing. a) 15-m distance, b) 20-m distance and c) 25-m distance.
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4. Field testing in a drainage tunnel

The drainage tunnel is located at Lishan landslide area in central
Taiwan, as shown in Fig. 6. The area occurred a severe landslide after
prolonged torrential rainfall in April 1990. For remediation of the
landslide, a drainage tunnel (No. G1) with 350m in length was con-
structed at an 80-m-depth location within the landslide area to dis-
charge deep groundwater against landslides. When constructed the

drainage tunnel from 1999 to 2001, several locations in distance be-
tween 185 and 280m from its entrance had occurred seepage and
collapse, where there exit more weathered and broken stratums [26].
Thus, it is a vital for landslide monitoring to observe potential de-
formation of the drainage tunnel. Five optical settlement meters were
installed at locations from 190 to 290m at the interval of 20m to
monitor the displacement and settlement of the section in the drainage
tunnel in 2018. The interval was determined through an optimal con-
dition of the laboratory testing as discussed later.

The five optical settlement meters (S1–S5) were installed at G1
drainage tunnel as shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7(a) illustrates the profile graph
of the drainage tunnel where there are six steel frames at locations from
190 to 290m for the five optical settlement meters. Each optical set-
tlement meter has two steel frames (one is for the installation of a
camera and the Raspberry Pi; the other is for the installation of a re-
lative chessboard). As displayed in Fig. 7(b), a configuration of the
optical settlement meter S1 includes two steel frames at the interval of
20m within the drainage tunnel. Fig. 7(c) shows finished in-
strumentation of S1 that is composited of the Raspberry Pi, a digital
camera and a steel frame. Meanwhile, the other frame was installed at
20-m-interval location including not only a relative chessboard of S1
but also the Raspberry Pi and the digital camera of S2 (see Fig. 7(d)).
The same kind of the two steel frames was installed at the S3, S4 and S5
configurations. Finally, there is only a relative chessboard of S5 in the
last steel frame shown in Fig. 7(e).

All field monitoring data of these optical settlement meters was
recorded using image resolution of 640× 480 pixels captured at a rate
of one frame per 10min. The Python programming was designed to
automatically interpret pixel changes in the chessboard of the optical
settlement meter. Furthermore, image pixel values were recoded as a
file in the Raspberry Pi which can transmit the file to FTP cloud system
as an IOT system in real time.

Graphs of the monitoring data of the five optical settlement meters
from Jan/2018 to Jun/2018 were presented in Fig. 6 where left vertical
axis means pixel changes in x coordinate of the center point on the
chessboard and right vertical axis means pixel changes in y coordinate
of the center point on it. Using the computer vision technology, pixel
changes in the center point on the relative chessboard of the optical
settlement meter can be detected as displacement change monitoring.
X-coordinate pixel changes present relative displacement of the chess-
board in a horizontal direction. Also, y-coordinate pixel changes show

Fig. 6. Location of the drainage tunnel in Lishan landslide area.

Fig. 7. Configuration of the optical settlement meter in the drainage tunnel.
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relative settlement of the chessboard in a vertical direction. For ex-
ample, Fig. 8(a) shows the monitoring data from the S1 optical settle-
ment meter where there was a slight increase change in x coordinate of
the chessboard from approximately 69.5 to 70 pixels. It means that the
chessboard of S1 was left moved in horizontal direction by approxi-
mately 0.5 pixels relative to the camera of S1 from Jan/2018 to Jun/
2018. Also, pixel changes in y coordinate of the chessboard significantly
rose from approximately 104 to 106 pixels, which showed the chess-
board of S1 was dramatically subsided in vertical direction in the
period.

Furthermore, errors of the y-coordinate pixel changes fluctuated
more dramatically between 0 and 0.33 pixels than the x coordinate
between 0 and 0.18 pixels in the S2 optical settlement meter (see
Fig. 8(a)). For the S2 optical settlement meter, x- and y-coordinate
pixels slightly changed as shown in Fig. 8(b). Errors of the y-coordinate
pixel changes in S2 fluctuated between 0 and 0.35 pixels. On the other
hand, there were significant relative settlement changes of y-coordinate
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(a) S1 opitcal settlement meter (unit: pixel)
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(b) S2 opitcal settlement meter (unit: pixel)
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(c) S3 opitcal settlement meter (unit: pixel)
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(d) S4 opitcal settlement meter (unit: pixel)
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(e) S5 opitcal settlement meter (unit: pixel)
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Fig. 8. Graph of monitoring data from the S1 settlement meter in the drainage tunnel.

Table 1
Testing of chessboard images in different distances between a camera and
chessboard.

Distance Length per pixel in
the chessboard
image (cm)

Center point of
chessboard

Standard
deviation
(pixel)

Average
standard
deviation (cm)

15m 0.26 X coordinate 0.027 0.01
Y coordinate 0.032

17m 0.29 X coordinate 0.028 0.01
Y coordinate 0.038

20m 0.34 X coordinate 0.042 0.01
Y coordinate 0.031

23m 0.38 X coordinate 0.041 0.02
Y coordinate 0.042

25m 0.41 X coordinate 0.032 0.02
Y coordinate 0.043
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pixels in S3, S4 and S5 as shown in Fig. 8(c)–(e). Maximum errors of the
pixel fluctuations in S3, S4 and S5 were 0.31, 0.26 and 0.30 pixels,
respectively.

Through laboratory and field testing, the study can discuss and
determine the resolution and accuracy of the optical settlement meter
which was employed for the settlement monitoring of the drainage
tunnel in the landslide area.

5. Result and discussion

For laboratory tests, five distances between the camera and the
chessboard of the optical settlement meter at 15, 17, 20, 23, and 25m
were performed to determine an optimally installed distance using the
computer vision technology. Results of the laboratory testing are shown
in Table 1 which presents average standard deviations of 0.01 and
0.02 cm. Although shorter distance presented a better standard devia-
tion of image pixels in the optical settlement meter, the 20-m distance
was also the same average standard deviation of 0.01 cm as the 15-m
distance. However, there was a worse average standard deviation in the
distance greater than 20m by 0.02 cm. Thus, the optimally installed
distance can be determined as 20m. That was why that field installed
distance was at the interval of 20m in the drainage tunnel.

For the other laboratory testing, different displacements of the x-
and y-axis direction from 1 to 10mm were carried out in the 20-m
distance between the camera and the chessboard. Table 2 shows the
result of the x- and y-coordinate movement tests. From Table 2, errors
of x- and y-coordinate changes were from 0.02 to 0.38mm. Average
errors of the x- and y-coordinate changes were approximately 0.22mm
and 0.14mm, respectively.

Thus, the resolution of the optical settlement meter can be de-
termined as 0.01 cm because the average standard deviation of the la-
boratory testing in Table 1 was 0.014 cm. Furthermore, the maximum
error of the laboratory testing in Table 2 was 0.38mm (0.04 cm) that

seems to be an accuracy of the optical settlement meter. However, re-
sults of field testing must be considered as the determination of the
accuracy in the optical settlement meter.

For field testing in the drainage tunnel, the monitoring data from
five optical settlement meters (S1–S5) was automatically recorded be-
tween Jan/2018 and Jun/2018. As aforementioned above, graphs of
the monitoring data were presented in Fig. 8(a)–(e). There exists no
significant displacement of the center points on the chessboards of S2.
However, graphs of the S1, S3, S4 and S5 monitoring data illustrated
that there were significant changes upward and downward in x- and y-
coordinate pixels of center points on their relative chessboards. For
recognition of the changes in a tendency, the method of moving average
was used to smooth the time series and to find the tendency over time
[27,28]. Thus, 1-day moving average of field monitoring data was used
to show a trend of settlement changes in the study. The optical settle-
ment meter was originally recorded every 10min so 144-term moving
average means one point of monitoring data per day. Results of the
moving average were shown in Fig. 9 which illustrated the tendency of
the settlement monitoring every day for S2 and S3 from Jan/2018 to
Jun/2018. Fig. 9(a) shows the smaller amount of settlement monitoring
in S2 from Jan/2018 to Jun/2018 was approximately 0.5 pixels.
However, there was a maximum relative settlement change in S3
among the five optical settlement meters from 110.89 to 112.69 pixels
in the period (Fig. 9(b)).

The amount of relative settlement every optical settlement meter in
the drainage tunnel can be measured using the method of the moving
average. Accumulative settlement changes in the five optical settlement
meters and their errors were presented in Table 3. The changes in the y-
direction pixel of S1 gradually increased by 1.54 pixels. It means that
the relative chessboard gradually subsided at 0.52 cm in the period
(1 pixel equals 0.34 cm in the 20-m-distance installation of the optical
settlement meter in Table 1). Meanwhile, the data from the S1 settle-
ment monitoring was plotted in Fig. 8(a), which shows there was an
error fluctuation of measuring pixels at the range of average 0.33 pixels,
so average error was approximately 0.11 cm (see Table 3). However, it
was interesting for S4 that sum of settlement changes from Jan/2018 to
Jun/2018 was −1.15 pixels (see Fig. 8(d) and Table 3). It means the
relative camera in S4 occurred settlement so that the relative chess-
board of S4 seemed become upward. It can be proved that the camera of
S4 was installed at the back of the chessboard of S3 where there was a
maximum settlement change by 1.8 pixels corresponding to the settle-
ment amount of 0.61 cm. Table 3 also presents that errors of the field
testing range from 0.26 to 0.35 pixels and average error of the settle-
ment amount is 0.11 cm that can be regarded as the accuracy of the
optical settlement meter in the field.

Through laboratory and field tests, the resolution of the optical in-
strument was 0.01 cm in the laboratory while the accuracy of the case
study in the field was 0.11 cm. As a result, the optical settlement meter
was practicable and feasible for displacement monitoring in the

Table 2
Measurement of image change in x- and y-axis movement of chessboard.

Actual
movements (mm)

X direction Y direction

Measuring
movements (mm)

Error
(mm)

Measuring
movements (mm)

Error
(mm)

1 0.92 0.08 1.11 0.11
2 2.21 0.21 2.17 0.17
3 3.02 0.02 3.01 0.01
4 4.38 0.38 4.07 0.07
5 5.16 0.16 4.76 0.24
6 6.21 0.21 6.19 0.19
7 7.35 0.35 7.10 0.10
8 8.26 0.26 8.12 0.12
9 9.35 0.35 9.15 0.15
10 10.18 0.18 10.20 0.20

Fig. 9. 1-day moving average of x- and y-coordinate pixel changes in the S2 and S3 optical settlement meters.
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underground structure over a long period of time. Finally, an optical
settlement meter based on IOT system costs approximately $150 USD
that is cost-effective for the settlement measuring of the underground
structure in the landslide area.

Comparing to conventional monitoring devices such as liquid set-
tlement gauges and total station theodolites, Table 4 presents the re-
solution and price of the optical settlement meter and the two tradi-
tional devices. Liquid settlement gauges are based on the principle of
hydraulic pressure in a full-sealed system to transform to the amount of
ground settlement [29]. Tunnel deformation monitoring are often de-
tected using total station theodolites which can be automatically
worked to measure reliable data with prisms [30]. From Table 4, the
optical settlement meter based on IOT system costs much cheaper than
traditional monitoring devices while its resolution is similar to those.

6. Conclusion

The study posed a computer vision-based instrument to monitor
settlement for an underground structure within a landslide area. The
optical settlement meter was composed of the Raspberry Pi, a digital
camera and a chessboard target. For laboratory testing, the optimally
installed distance between the camera and relative chessboard in the
optical settlement meter was 20m. For field testing, five optical set-
tlement meters were installed at the drainage tunnel in Lishan landslide
area to monitor displacement of the underground structure in real time.
From Jan/2018 to Jun/2018, the monitoring data from the five optical
settlement meters (S1–S5) illustrated that maximum settlement amount
was 0.61 cm in S3. For the other optical settlement meters, there were
also significant changes in S1, S4 and S5. Through the laboratory and
field testing, the resolution and accuracy of the optical settlement meter
can be determined as 0.01 and 0.11 cm, respectively. However, there
are some limitations of the optical settlement meter: a) it needs enough
fill light so the study uses the highest intensity of LED lights in the field.
b) all optical devices are often affected by environmental temperature.
Nevertheless, the temperature maintains approximately 24 °C all year in
the underground structure so the result of the field testing is not in-
fluenced by the temperature.

Overall, the optical settlement meter based on the computer vision
application costs much cheaper than traditional settlement-monitoring
devices. Using the optical settlement meter, the settlement and dis-
placement monitoring of the drainage tunnel can be detected as an
automatic and economical IOT system in the landslide area for a long

period. In the future, it would replace these traditional monitoring
devices and could be an early warning system if a landslide occurs
seriously settlement.
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